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At Night Alone

Jose Augustin Goytisolo

"De noche a solas" from Del tiempo y del olvido

Translated by Susan Schreibman

Although the teletypes and radios
and miles of posters and newspapers

go on with the news until becoming tedious
someone-perhaps the humble men

of America and of the world or the poets
or the persecuted that still shelter

hope like a sick child-
someone feels a rumor at night alone

that keeps him from sleeping that nibbles away
at his breast in inquietude between the sheets

a silenced rumor persists
in his sleep afterwards when the barbituates

grant rest but not peace
and it doesnt cease and the runaway rhythm grows

of a train approaching
and then aman appears

dressed in a shirt stained with blood
then what was doubt

resounds between shots and is a certainty
and the fright arrives, the awakening

then the phantom returns.
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If !t'S .All Going to Begin Again

Jose Augustin Goytisolo

"Si todo vuelve a comenzar" from Del tiempo y del olvido

Translated by Susan Schreibman

I want to say it now
because if not, la ter, things get complicated

I'm even worse than most people believe.

It is precisely the dish that another eats that I like
I get bored of my shirts one after the other
I love funerals and hate readings
I sleep like a dog
I want furniture to be in the same place for at least I,OOOyears
and although I use your toothbrush on the sly
I don't want you using my comb
I'm strong as a bull
but I'm dying all the time
I can fathom even the most difficult questions
yet I don't know how to resolve things which really matter
to me

Thus will I go on until I die
you'll see. I'm what 'they call
a classic manic-depressive

I'm explaining all this to you
because if it's all going to begin again
don't pay me any mind. Remember
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